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I.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This staff report presents findings from an investigation conducted by the Select
Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis into the eviction filing practices of four large corporate
landlords—Pretium Partners (through its companies Progress Residential and Front Yard
Residential1) (Pretium), Invitation Homes, Ventron Management (Ventron), and The Siegel
Group (Siegel)—during the first 16 months of the coronavirus pandemic. The Select
Subcommittee launched an investigation into these companies’ eviction and rental assistance
practices in July 2021 following reports indicating that they had filed to evict tenants at high
rates despite the existence of federal eviction moratoriums and Congress’ appropriation of more
than $46 billion in federal rental assistance. Following a year-long investigation, the Select
Subcommittee has found:


These four corporate landlords filed nearly three times as many eviction cases as
previously reported, totaling almost 15,000 eviction filings. At the time the Select
Subcommittee launched its investigation, publicly available data showed these four
companies had filed a combined totally of 5,413 eviction cases from March 2020 through
July 2021. New data obtained by the Select Subcommittee from the companies
themselves shows that they filed at least 14,744 eviction cases in this period. Two of
these companies, Siegel and Invitation Homes, did not maintain complete data on
eviction actions filed during this period, indicating that the total number of eviction cases
filed may be even higher. The Select Subcommittee has also uncovered evidence that
Siegel used harassment tactics and potentially unlawful lockouts to push tenants out of
their homes without filing formal eviction actions.



Siegel engaged in deceptive and potentially unlawful practices to prevent tenants
from understanding their protection from eviction under the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) eviction moratorium. New documents obtained by the
Select Subcommittee show that executives aimed to “bluff” tenants out of their
apartments by ordering that subordinates post and distribute copies of a court order
holding that the CDC lacked authority to impose the eviction moratorium—deliberately
hiding the fact that the court had also ordered that the moratorium’s protections would
remain in effect as the case was appealed. A Siegel executive specifically directed that
the stayed order be brough to a tenant “after 5pm” on a Friday “so the courts and
constable office are closed and she cannot call to verify anything” and “see if she vacates
over the weekend.” The executive followed up with the company’s regional managers to
ensure that the deceptive strategy of distributing the order was being followed, writing
that “properties have been using this order to bluff people out,” and “I hope you all are
doing the same.” Property managers carried out this directive with evident glee, with one
writing to an executive and a regional manager that he “love[d] getting to say that this
means the eviction may happen sooner than expected and seeing the look on their
faces .” A regional manager similarly reported to executives that his region had been
distributing the order and was “seeing positive results,” indicating that people were
leaving their homes as a result, which he described as “to our advantage.”

1



New evidence obtained by the Select Subcommittee also shows that Siegel executives
directed employees to use harassment tactics to push tenants out of their
apartments. One Siegel executive sent a property manager and a regional manager in
Texas a suggested list of strategies to “get rid of” a “past due” tenant without obtaining
an eviction order. The list included directions to “call Child Protective Services” on the
tenant, who he admitted in the email he did “not know anything about,” a strategy that
may violate Texas criminal law prohibiting false reports of child abuse and neglect. The
executive’s recommended strategies also included having security knock “on her door at
least twice at night,” and replacing her air conditioning unit with a “nonworking AC.”



Ventron Management and Pretium continued to apply a low threshold for initiating
eviction filings during the pandemic. Ventron documents show that 91% of the
eviction actions Ventron filed during the first 16 months of the pandemic involved
tenants who were only one month behind on rent. Pretium’s policies, similarly, placed
tenants into its eviction filing process after they fell as little as $500 to $1,000 behind on
rent. Although the CDC eviction moratorium did not impose a full ban on eviction filing,
these companies’ quick resort to filing evictions in a national health and economic crisis
resulted in tenants receiving eviction filings that put them at risk of homelessness and of
permanent barriers to obtaining new housing. The quick resort to eviction filing was
particularly unfortunate during the latter part of this this period when states and localities
were working to set up new programs to disburse federal emergency rental assistance to
pay tenant arrears.



Invitation Homes downplayed the impact of its pandemic eviction filings to its major
government-backed creditor. Invitation Homes responded to inquiries from
representatives of Fannie Mae—the government-sponsored enterprise that supported
Invitation Homes with $1 billion in financing in 2017—about its pandemic eviction
practices by downplaying their impacts. Invitation Homes told a Fannie Mae
representative in March 2021 that only 6% of the company’s eviction filings in the
previous six months resulted in “residents losing their housing,” but the company’s own
data for October 2020 through March 2021 show that approximately 27% of tenants
whom it filed to evict in that period lost their housing either through court-ordered
eviction or because they vacated or moved out of their homes after the eviction case was
filed. For the entire period of March 15, 2020 through July 29, 2021, approximately 29%
of the company’s tenants whom it filed to evict lost their housing. Invitation Homes
appears to have attempted to downplay the impact of its eviction filings in its message to
Fannie Mae by representing that only those tenants who were formally evicted following
a court order “los[t] their housing,” when a more substantial share of tenants moved out
of their homes following Invitation Homes’ filing of an eviction action.



Ventron, Invitation Homes, Siegel, and Pretium had policies or practices that
allowed filing eviction cases even when a tenant had applied for rental assistance
and was waiting for aid. The policies, statements, and eviction filing practices of these
companies show that they filed for eviction against numerous tenants who were waiting
for pandemic rental assistance as state and local governments set up infrastructure to
disburse billions in federal assistance dollars. Rental assistance programs have now
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ultimately disbursed more than $25 billion in aid to renters, but in the first three months
after Congress first allocated significant rental assistance dollars (from January to March
2021), state and local governments had only been able to deliver $250 million to renters
awaiting assistance. While not unlawful in most states, these companies’ decision to file
such actions put tenants—very few of whom generally have legal representation—at risk
of losing their homes while waiting for assistance and saddled tenants with records of
public eviction filings that could harm their ability to obtain housing in the future. Each
of the four companies engaged in the practice of filing eviction actions against tenants
with pending relief claims:
o

Internal Siegel data show that the company evicted at least 89 tenants with
pending rental assistance applications.

o

Pretium’s eviction policies show that employees were directed only to hold off
filing eviction cases on tenants behind on their rent when they had “Applied for
rental assistance within the last 30 days,” even as many tenants experienced
significant delays receiving assistance from newly established state programs,
often waiting more than three months for assistance.

o

Ventron confirmed to Select Subcommittee staff in a briefing that a tenant’s filing
of a rental assistance application would not prevent the company from filing an
eviction action.

o

Invitation Homes informed Select Subcommittee staff that the company would
still file for eviction against residents with pending rental assistance applications
if Invitation Homes determined they were not communicating with the company,
citing the fact that the company would not know the status of rental assistance
application.



Pretium and Invitation Homes had policies and practices of turning down rental
assistance offers as an alternative to eviction filing under circumstances where the
companies deemed rental assistance programs to be insufficiently generous.
Invitation Homes declined to participate in a rental assistance program operated by
Orange County, Florida and other programs that the company believed imposed
unacceptable conditions or offered too little rental assistance to make participation
worthwhile, such as Orange County’s original $4,000 maximum payment. Pretium
Partners’ monthly collection and eviction filing policies similarly directed its employees
to decline rental assistance offers of less than $1,000 or less than 50% of the tenant’s
obligation.



These corporate landlords’ aggressive eviction filing practices during the first 16
months of the pandemic, which continued even after the appropriation of billions of
dollars in federal rental assistance, cannot be explained by severe financial duress.
There are clear indications that all four companies were either experiencing record
profits, making large investments in expansion, or obtaining their own significant
government support. Publicly traded Invitation Homes reported record profits during this
period, Pretium acquired thousands of new properties, and both Siegel and Ventron
3

received millions of dollars in direct relief. Siegel’s records also show that the company
experienced almost no revenue decline even during the most disruptive early period of
the pandemic.


In future emergencies, Congress and watchdog agencies can prevent more people
from losing their homes by including additional safeguards, investigating deceptive
practices, and by supporting the maintenance of rental assistance infrastructure. In
future crises, Congress can protect tenants of corporate landlords by including safeguards
to protect tenants whose landlords do not accept rental assistance offers by requiring
states and localities provide direct-to-tenant assistance to tenants with uncooperative
landlords. Congress can also make tenants less vulnerable to aggressive eviction filing
practices by supporting state and local rental assistance infrastructure so relief can be
delivered more quickly in future emergencies. Watchdogs like the Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) and Federal Trade Commission (FTC) can also protect tenants
in future emergencies by prioritizing investigation of deceptive or unfair business
practices used by landlords to push tenants out of their homes, like those used by Siegel
to deceive tenants into the belief that they were not protected by the CDC eviction
moratorium.

II.

BACKGROUND
A.

Federal Efforts to Prevent an Eviction Crisis

The onset of the coronavirus pandemic resulted in enormous economic dislocation as 22
million Americans lost their jobs.2 This crisis put tens of millions of people at risk of losing their
homes through eviction.3 In response to this potential catastrophe, which threatened to further
exacerbate the spread of and deaths from the coronavirus, Congress enacted an eviction
moratorium in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (the CARES Act) that
applied to properties with federally backed mortgages and tenants with federally supported
housing vouchers from March 27, 2020 through July 24, 2020.4 After the expiration of the
CARES Act moratorium, the CDC issued a moratorium on evictions for nonpayment of rent for
those impacted by the pandemic that applied to all residential rental properties and was in force
from September 4, 2020 through July 31, 2021.5 At least 26 states and 29 cities and counties
also imposed pandemic eviction moratoriums for some period, although most of these
moratoriums were only in effect during the first several months of the pandemic.6
To further prevent a housing crisis while also ensuring landlords were still paid, Congress
appropriated $46.5 billion in rental assistance available to pay back rent of tenants impacted by
the pandemic, including $21.5 billion in rental assistance through the American Rescue Plan.7
State and local governments, charged with disbursing these funds to aid renters, required
significant time to create the necessary infrastructure. In the first three months after Congress
first allocated rental assistance dollars (from January to March 2021), state and local
governments were only able to deliver $250 million of these funds to renters awaiting
assistance.8 The CARES Act had also previously provided states with funds that could be used
for rental assistance earlier in the pandemic, and state and local governments devoted at least
$3.9 billion to rental assistance between March 2020 and October 2020, with at least $2.9 billion
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of those funds coming from the CARES Act. Though states were not required to use CARES
Act funds for rental assistance, many did, including Nevada, North Carolina, Texas, Arizona,
and Florida.9
Despite the difficulties state and local governments faced in creating new infrastructure to
disburse rental assistance funds, the CARES Act and CDC eviction moratoriums, rental
assistance programs, and other sources of pandemic financial assistance were ultimately
successful at keeping millions of families in their homes. Even with the economic crisis faced
by many Americans, pandemic eviction filings were significantly lower than their historic
averages in most metropolitan areas where data was available, resulting in as many as 1.55
million fewer eviction cases than would have occurred at pre-pandemic eviction filing rates.10
Pandemic rental assistance funds have delivered aid to nearly 5 million American families.11
Still, during the first 16 months of the pandemic, estimates suggest households faced
approximately 1.3 million eviction filings, putting millions of people at risk of homelessness
during a national health and economic crisis.12
B.

Reports of Continued Large Landlord Pandemic Eviction Filings and
Refusals to Cooperate with Rental Assistance Programs

Even as the CDC eviction moratorium remained in place and Congress appropriated
rental assistance funds to cover tenants’ back rent, some large corporate landlords continued to
file eviction actions at high rates. In large population centers where data was available,
including in the Atlanta, Houston, and Phoenix metropolitan areas, eviction filings by corporate
landlords with more than 1,000 units constituted more than two-thirds—and even as much as
80% in the Atlanta area—of all pandemic eviction filings following the issuance of the CDC
eviction moratorium according to data released in April 2021 , even though half of all rental
units in the United States are owned by individuals (who generally only own one or two
properties) and the average landlord business owns only around 20 units.13
Most state and local programs distributing the rental assistance funds appropriated by
Congress, particularly early in program administration, required landlords to cooperate, submit
applications or basic information, and to accept payments on their tenants’ behalf.14 This
requirement for landlord cooperation included large state-run programs, like those in North
Carolina, Virginia, Utah, Colorado, and New Jersey.15
The ability of struggling tenants to remain in their homes was often impacted by
corporate landlords’ eviction and rental assistance policies. As many as 64% of rental assistance
programs declined to make payments directly to tenants when landlords failed to adopt policies
or practices that would accept rental assistance funds. In other words, if a landlord refused to
cooperate with a rental assistance program or accept an offer of rental assistance on the tenant’s
behalf, that tenant would lose the opportunity to receive assistance to pay their rental arrears.16
C.

The Select Subcommittee’s Investigation

In July 2021, given the persistent frequency of eviction filings by corporate landlords
despite the eviction moratorium and the distribution of rental assistance, the Select
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Subcommittee initiated an investigation into four large corporate landlords that had filed eviction
actions against large numbers of tenants since the start of the pandemic.17 The Select
Subcommittee used publicly available data, news reports, and court records to identify
companies that had filed to evict a large number of tenants during this period and that may have
failed to comply with the CDC eviction moratorium or to fully cooperate with rental assistance
programs.18
Each of the four corporate landlords investigated by the Select Subcommittee control
thousands of rental units, although the type and geographic distribution of the companies’
residential properties varies:19


Pretium is a private equity company that owns two landlord companies, Progress
Residential and Front Yard Residential, which together own more than 80,000
rental units, most of which are single-family homes, across 24 states.20 Pretium
continued to expand its investment in rental properties during the pandemic,
moving to acquire Front Yard Residential in October 2020 and buying thousands
of homes from an arm of Zillow in 2021.21



Invitation Homes is a publicly traded company that owns approximately 80,000
single-family rental homes across 11 states.22 Invitation Homes’ profits increased
sharply during the pandemic. In 2020, the company’s profits increased by more
than 30%, to nearly $200 million. In 2021, profits again rose by over 30% to
more than $260 million.23



Siegel rents approximately 12,000 apartments across eight states, with most units
located in Nevada and Arizona.24 Siegel markets its studio, one-bedroom, and
two-bedroom apartments as “flexible-stay” because it does not require a long term
lease, although the apartments are also marketed as being not only for “shortterm” stays but also for a tenant’s “long-term home” or “forever!”25 Siegel
received a $2.32 million Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) loan in early August
2020, which was forgiven in its entirety. Documents obtained by the Select
Subcommittee show that Siegel experienced almost no decline in revenue during
the second quarter of 2020, the most economically disruptive period of the
pandemic.26



Ventron, originally founded in Canada, rents approximately 8,000 apartments
across 26 properties in Georgia, Florida, and Alabama, with most of its properties
located in the Atlanta metropolitan area.27 Ventron received a $2.57 million PPP
loan in April 2020, $2.51 million of which was ultimately forgiven.28

In the course of the investigation, the Select Subcommittee examined more than 50,520
pages of documents obtained from these companies and held four meetings and briefings with
company employees. The Select Subcommittee also held a hearing on pandemic evictions by
corporate landlords and pandemic rental assistance programs and gathered information from
state rental assistance programs while pressing for improvements in assistance distribution.29
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III.

FINDINGS

The Select Subcommittee’s investigation found that the pandemic eviction filing
practices of the four large corporate landlords examined—Siegel, Pretium, Ventron, and
Invitation Homes—were even more aggressive than previously known. Together, these
companies filed nearly three times as many evictions during the first 16 months of the pandemic
as previously reported. Siegel’s eviction practices were particularly troubling and appear to have
been unlawful. The Select Subcommittee obtained evidence showing that Siegel intentionally
sought to “bluff” tenants into the belief that they were not protected by the CDC eviction
moratorium when it was in place, likely violating FTC and CFPB guidance and a CFPB
regulation requiring notice of CDC moratorium protections and prohibiting deceptive practices.
A Siegel executive also directed subordinates to use harassment tactics to force a tenant to leave,
including by placing a pretextual call to child protective services.
The pandemic eviction practices of the three other companies—Pretium, Ventron, and
Invitation Homes—were also concerning even if not unlawful. The thresholds that Ventron and
Pretium used to put tenants into their eviction filing processes were very low, with more than
90% of Ventron’s eviction filings involving tenants who were only one month behind on rent.
Even as state and local governments worked to set up emergency programs to distribute $46
billion in federal rental assistance funds, these companies continued to file thousands of eviction
actions. Invitation Homes and Pretium determined not to accept rental assistance offers or to
participate in rental assistance programs that they deemed insufficiently generous. Ventron,
Invitation Homes, and Pretium each had a policy or practice of filing eviction actions on tenants
that had pending rental assistance applications. Siegel’s internal data, likewise, shows the
company evicted at least 89 tenants with pending rental assistance applications. These
companies’ policies and practices of not accepting rental assistance in some situations or filing
eviction actions against tenants with pending rental assistance applications were not unlawful,
but their actions put many tenants at risk of homelessness weeks or months before they may have
obtained assistance that may have kept them in their homes.
Taken together, the Select Subcommittee’s findings show that these large corporate
landlords aggressively filed to evict tenants as the nation faced an unprecedented health and
economic crisis posed by the coronavirus pandemic despite the enactment of eviction
moratoriums by Congress and CDC, continuing the pace even after Congress provided tens of
billions of dollars of rental assistance to pay tenants’ back rent. There are also strong indications
that these four companies did not file eviction actions under financial duress, but rather did so
while they were either experiencing record profits, making large investments in expansion, or
obtaining significant government support.
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A.

Four Large Corporate Landlords Filed Nearly Three Times as Many
Eviction Actions as Previously Reported.

1.

Total Number of Pandemic Eviction Actions Filed March 2020 to July 2021

At the time the Select Subcommittee initiated its investigation, publicly available data
from select jurisdictions showed that Pretium, Invitation Homes, Ventron, and Siegel had
collectively filed 5,413 eviction actions from March 2020 through July 2021. The Select
Subcommittee has now obtained evidence showing that these companies in fact filed at least
14,744 eviction actions during this period—nearly three times the previously reported total.30
There are also indications that this total may be an undercount given deficiencies in Siegel and
Invitation Homes’ recordkeeping, and indications that Siegel employed harassment tactics and
potentially unlawful lockouts to force tenants out of their homes without filing an eviction
action.

This data shows that the four corporate landlords that were the subject of the Select
Subcommittee’s investigation filed eviction cases at a substantial rate from March 15, 2020,
through July 31, 2021, as Americans faced the health and economic crisis brought by the
coronavirus pandemic. Most of these companies’ eviction filings took place while the CDC
eviction moratorium was in place, and the filings continued after Congress appropriated $46
billion in rental assistance funds and state and local governments began working to create the
infrastructure to distribute this relief.31
CDC’s moratorium did not bar all evictions and included specific substantive and
procedural requirements for tenants to gain protection, including declaring that tenants had
suffered an adverse impact as a result of the pandemic and were undertaking efforts to obtain
assistance.32 Nevertheless, Pretium, Invitation Homes, Siegel, and Ventron filed eviction cases
against many tenants who almost certainly met these criteria, putting them at risk of losing their
8

housing, particularly if they did not understand available protections or did not have access to
counsel.
Although the exact process varies by jurisdiction, eviction actions are typically initiated
by filing a complaint in court after serving a notice to the tenant. While the filing of an eviction
case does not automatically result in a tenant losing their housing, the mere filing of an eviction
action can have severe consequences. Research indicates that just the filing of an eviction case
can cause tenants, the vast majority of whom lack legal representation, to leave their homes even
without a final court order resulting in an informal eviction.33 Even when eviction cases are
dismissed or tenants are not ultimately ordered to leave their homes, the existence of the eviction
case itself is a public record that creates a substantial barrier to securing housing in the future.34
These practical effects on tenants result in potentially severe consequences and make eviction
filings a weighty matter, particularly during a health and economic emergency.
Each company investigated by the Select Subcommittee filed substantially more eviction
cases from March 2020 through July 2021 than has previously been reported. Pretium filed
6,264 eviction actions, compared to the 1,730 actions previously identified.35 Invitation homes
filed 3,305 actions, compared to 932 previously identified.36 Ventron Management filed 4,401
eviction actions, compared with 2,178 that were previously identified.37 Siegel filed at least 774
actions compared with 573 that were previously identified.38
2.

At Least Some of These Higher Totals Are Likely Undercounts of Eviction
Filings and Constructive Evictions.

These estimates of total eviction cases initiated by both Siegel and Invitation Homes may
be substantial undercounts. Siegel first represented to the Select Subcommittee that it did not
have a centralized system tracking its eviction actions and could not produce data reflecting its
eviction filings during the relevant period.39 The company subsequently agreed to collect and
produce its eviction filing documents. Those documents, however, show that the company
purportedly tried to evict only two tenants across eight apartment complexes in six states (Texas,
Mississippi, New Mexico, Louisiana, South Carolina, and Ohio) outside of Nevada and
Arizona.40 The company also subsequently admitted that it had lost some eviction filing
documents, which raises further concerns about whether Siegel filed more than the 774 eviction
actions identified to date.41
The number of formal eviction actions filed by Siegel itself may also understate the effect
of Siegel’s eviction practices. The Select Subcommittee has received evidence that the company
used harassment tactics and potentially unlawful lockouts as a means of constructively evicting
tenants without filing an eviction action. The company represented that it had no eviction filings
in its apartment buildings in three states, and very few filings in three other states, because it
used lockouts at those properties rather than eviction filings.42 As discussed below, this suggests
that Siegel may have unlawfully avoided using the legal process required to remove tenants in
those states. Further, as shown below, emails obtained from Siegel demonstrate that an
executive directed employees to use a list of harassment tactics to get at least one tenant to leave
their home. These practices may have been employed to intimidate tenants to get out of their
homes while enabling the company to avoid filing an eviction action.
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The total number of eviction actions for Invitation Homes may also undercount the
number of eviction cases filed by that company. Invitation Homes informed the Select
Subcommittee that it could not definitively state the number of eviction cases filed, although it
confirmed that over 1,000 cases reached eviction judgment.43 One document obtained by the
Select Subcommittee from Invitation Homes indicates that the company filed at least 3,305
eviction cases between March 15, 2020 and July 29, 2021, but other documents show that more
than 4,800 tenants were placed in an eviction status in Invitation Homes internal tracking system
between March 2020 and May 2021.44 Invitation Homes’ counsel represented to Select
Subcommittee staff that not all of the tenants who were placed into eviction status were
necessarily ultimately subject to eviction filings because the company moved them into eviction
status after Invitation Homes completed “prerequisites to an eviction filing” such as “service of
the statutory ‘Pay or Quit’ notice and mandatory waiting periods” before filing.45 Despite this,
the fact that the number of tenants placed into eviction status was significantly higher than the
number eviction actions identified by Invitation Homes in its incomplete compilation of eviction
data suggests that the number of eviction actions the company filed between March 15, 2020 and
July 31, 2021 may be higher than 3,305.
Given the painful consequences tenants can suffer as a result of the mere filing of an
eviction case—including not only the immediate loss of housing but difficulty securing future
housing given the public nature of the filing record46—it is deeply concerning that Siegel and
Invitation Homes treated these weighty legal matters so casually that they did not even maintain
accurate records reflecting the number of cases filed in the recent past.
B.

The Siegel Group Has Employed Troubling Practices to Evict Tenants,
Including Deceiving Tenants About CDC Eviction Moratorium Protections.

Siegel’s pandemic eviction practices were uniquely egregious. The company employed
aggressive methods to evict or push out tenants, even as the company received substantial federal
relief funds to offset pandemic impacts and separately collected rental assistance funds to pay
tenants’ rental arrears. According to internal Siegel documents obtained by the Select
Subcommittee, an executive intentionally and repeatedly ordered the posting and distribution of
a court order that incorrectly suggested that the CDC eviction moratorium was no longer in
effect. This was used as part of a strategy to “bluff” tenants out of their apartments, with the
Siegel executive writing to a listserv for regional managers after his initial directive that
“properties have been using this order to bluff people out,” and “I hope you all are doing the
same.”47 In one instance, the Siegel executive directed a regional and property manager to bring
a tenant a copy of the court order on a Friday “after 5pm so the courts and constable office are
closed and she cannot call to verify anything” and to “see if she vacates over the weekend,”
further illustrating that Siegel was seeking to deceive tenants into the belief that they were no
longer protected by the CDC moratorium.48 These directives likely violated FTC and CFPB
guidance and CFPB’s regulation requiring that landlords’ agents give tenants affirmative notice
of the CDC moratorium’s protections and may constitute unlawfully deceptive business
practices.49
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Beyond this deceptive practice, Siegel also appears to have employed harassment tactics
to force tenants to leave their apartments. In one email, an executive sent a property manager
and a regional manager in Texas a suggested list of strategies to “get rid of” a “past due” tenant
without obtaining an eviction order from a court. The list included directions to “call Child
Protective Services” on the tenant, who he admitted in the email he did “not know anything
about,” suggesting the company may have used a baseless and unlawful call or calls to child
protective services to coerce tenants out of their homes. The executive’s list of directions to
coerce the tenant to leave her unit also included having security knock “on her door at least twice
at night,” and replacing her air conditioning unit with a “nonworking AC.”50
Finally, despite the company’s participation in rental assistance programs, documents
also show that Siegel evicted dozens of residents who had submitted rental assistance
applications that had not yet been approved, showing the company participated in these programs
for financial benefit but did not necessarily use the programs as an alternative to eviction when
inconvenient.51 Documents show, further, that the company, which saw almost no decline in
revenue in the most disruptive early period of the pandemic and received millions in federal
relief, did not employ these practices as an act of financial desperation.52
1.

The Siegel Group Likely Violated FTC and CFPB Guidance by Seeking to
Deceive Tenants to Believe That the CDC Eviction Moratorium No Longer
Offered Protection.

Siegel executives’ communications show that the company used strategies to prevent
tenants from obtaining protection under the CDC eviction moratorium that likely violated FTC
and CFPB guidance and a CFPB regulation on deceptive business and debt collection practices
related to the moratorium. Siegel executives directed employees to take actions expressly
intended to deceive tenants into the belief that they could no longer obtain protection under the
CDC eviction moratorium, even when it was still in force.
On March 29, 2021, FTC and CFPB explicitly warned landlords and their agents that
evicting tenants “without apprising them of their legal rights under [the CDC, state, and local
eviction] moratoria” could constitute unlawful “deceptive and unfair practices, including under
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act.”53 Following
that guidance, on April 19, 2021, CFPB issued a regulation requiring that landlords’ agents and
attorneys involved in evicting tenants affirmatively provide “written notice” to tenants of their
rights under the CDC eviction moratorium.54
Siegel not only appears to have failed to provide tenants with required notice of their
rights under the CDC eviction moratorium, but to also have engaged in deceptive practices
specifically intended to prevent tenants from receiving moratorium protection. On May 7,
2021, and May 10, 2021, Siegel’s Senior Vice President of Operations directed property
managers to post copies of a May 5, 2021, order from the U.S. District Court for the District of
Columbia determining that the CDC lacked authority to extend its eviction moratorium, sending
the order in his email on May 7 in advance of “today’s call” and following up on May 10,
writing to the company’s listservs for both property managers and regional managers:
“Reminder that you should be posting the court order vacating the Federal Moratorium.”55 The
11

clear purpose of this action was to communicate to tenants that they could no longer receive
protection from the CDC eviction moratorium. But the same day the District Court issued its
opinion, it stayed the effect of its ruling, and the eviction moratorium’s protections remained in
force.56 The court issued a longer stay pending appeal the following week.57 The Supreme
Court refused to vacate this stay, and the CDC eviction moratorium protections continued to
apply for nearly three more months, through July 31, 2021.58 Siegel intentionally misled its
tenants to believe otherwise.
Property managers reported to executives that they were enthusiastically distributing the
stayed order to tenants behind on their rent. One property manager emailed Siegel’s Vice
President of Operations that he had distributed the stayed court order to his residents. He
commented: “I love getting to say that this means the eviction may happen sooner than
expected and seeing the look on their faces
.”59 A Regional Manager reported that his region
was handing out the stayed order and had been “seeing positive results” (people leaving their
homes) and was utilizing it “to our advantage.”60

On May 17, 2021, Siegel’s Senior Vice President for Operations continued to press
subordinates to distribute copies of the order, even following the court’s issuance of an
additional opinion extending its stay of the order through the appeals process. The Siegel
executive also made it clear in an email to a listserv of the company’s regional managers that
Siegel was distributing “this order to bluff people out,” and that one property had successfully
used the order to “bluff out” two tenants.61 He wrote to the company’s regional managers, “I
hope you all are doing the same.”62 The executive’s explanation that this order was being used
to “bluff” people out makes plain that Siegel understood the CDC moratorium’s protections were
still in effect, and that the intent of the stayed order’s distribution was to deceive tenants into the
belief that the CDC eviction moratorium no longer protected them, even though it remained in
force.63
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A few days later, on Friday, May 21, 2021, that Siegel executive again directed a regional
manager to bring a copy of the order to a tenant’s “door today after 5pm so the courts and
constable office are closed and she cannot call to verify anything,” and to “see if she vacates over
the weekend,” illustrating that this was part of a strategy to convince her to leave by deceiving
her about the availability of CDC moratorium protections from eviction.64 These directions
further make clear the intent to use the stayed order to deceive tenants about their rights under
the CDC eviction moratorium.
Documents obtained by the Select Subcommittee also show that Siegel property
managers understood that the stayed district court order did not actually void the moratorium’s
protection, and that posting copies of that order was intended to deceive tenants into the belief
that they were no longer protected from eviction. In a May 21, 2021, email to a Siegel executive
and regional manager, a Siegel property manager informed his superiors that he would be
serving notices to begin the eviction filing process for six tenants who had provided Siegel with
CDC moratorium declarations attesting that they met the criteria for protection from eviction.
The property manager wrote he would serve these tenants “with the hopes that they will move on
their own since they all have received a copy of the District Judge’s ruling Vacating the CDC so
if they are not up on the news I am hoping they will go.”65 Siegel’s Vice President for
Operations responded “Good stuff []!”66
These communications and directives show that Siegel’s leadership was committed to
deceiving tenants in order to deprive them of protection under the CDC eviction moratorium,
even as state and local rental assistance programs were beginning to ramp up their distribution of
rental assistance funds to help those who were struggling. These practices may have been
unlawfully deceptive under federal laws governing business and collection practices, including
the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and the Federal Trade Commission Act, especially in light
of CFPB and FTC guidance and CFPB’s regulation requiring landlords’ agents make tenants
affirmatively aware of their rights under the CDC moratorium.67
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2.

Siegel Employed Other Abusive and Unlawful Tactics to Push Out or Evict
Tenants During the Pandemic.

In addition to Siegel’s deceptive practices regarding the CDC eviction moratorium, the
Select Subcommittee obtained an email showing that a Siegel executive also directed employees
to use harassing and unlawful tactics to evict or otherwise push out at least one tenant. The
Siegel executive’s May 21 directive to bring a copy of the court order suggesting the CDC
moratorium was no longer in effect to a tenant after the courts and constable office had closed
for the weekend, discussed above, also articulated the executive’s “list” of strategies for coercing
the tenant to leave without obtaining a legal eviction order.
The list includes directions to managers in Texas that included replacing the air
conditioning unit in a San Antonio, Texas apartment—where the average high temperature in
May is 87 degrees68—with “a nonworking AC,” calling “Child Protective Services to come out”
if children were present in the apartment, threatening to call “animal control to come pick up her
abandoned pet” if the tenant was not present in the apartment, and having security “knock[] on
her door at least twice at night.” The executive’s preface to this list— “I do not know anything
about this person so I am just going to go down my list of things to make sure you have tried
everything possible to get rid of them”—suggests that these may have been strategies the
executive had directed employees to use on other occasions.69
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These strategies were plainly designed to force the tenant out of their home through
deception and harassment. Some of these practices may be unlawful. In Texas, false reports of
child abuse or neglect are a felony criminal offense.70 Siegel’s executive suggested that his
subordinates “call Child Protective Services” if children were present and there were “too many”
occupants as part of a pretextual strategy to push this tenant out of their apartment and without
any basis for believing there was abuse or neglect. As discussed above, the Siegel executive’s
framing of these strategies suggests that they may have been systematically employed across the
company.71 This raises concerns that Siegel employees may have followed an executive’s
directions to criminally use pretextual, false reports of child abuse or neglect to prompt tenants to
leave their apartments, including when they should have been protected from eviction by the
CDC eviction moratorium.
Siegel’s representations to the Select Subcommittee raise further concerns that the
company’s eviction filing data understates the company’s constructive eviction of tenants from
their homes and that the company may have engaged in additional unlawful practices.
Documents obtained by the Select Subcommittee show that Siegel purportedly filed no eviction
actions at all at its three apartment complexes with 335 units in Louisiana, South Carolina, and
Ohio during a 16-month period, even as the company filed hundreds of eviction cases at its
Nevada and Arizona properties.72 Siegel’s counsel represented that the discrepancy existed
because the company instead used “lockouts” at its properties in states where it had no or few
eviction filings.73 But the law in most states—including in Louisiana, South Carolina, and Ohio
—bars a landlord from simply locking a tenant out of their unit and essentially evicting them
without filing a legal eviction action.74 These practices may have resulted in tenants
effectively—and unlawfully—being forced from their homes during a health and economic
crisis, when they should have been protected.
Siegel also appears to have used its access to tenants’ personal information, including
their mail and packages, to gain information to challenge tenants’ CDC declarations by arguing
they had not experienced sufficient hardship as a result of the pandemic. Court filings show that
the company used exhibits attaching pictures of tenant mail and packages and cited Social
Security payments received “at the property” to argue that tenants were not entitled to protection
under the CDC eviction moratorium.75 Emails suggest that executives were aware that managers
were collecting this type of information about tenants.76
Siegel also engaged in other pandemic eviction filing practices that appeared to be
designed to avoid allowing tenants to receive protection under the CDC eviction moratorium.
In its Nevada properties, the company filed hundreds of purportedly “no cause” eviction
actions. But it is clear that these actions were in fact motivated by tenants’ failure to pay and
were only styled as “no cause” eviction filings to try to avoid allowing tenants from receiving
CDC moratorium protection from eviction for nonpayment of rent.77 The company’s executives
also argued that people staying in its apartments were not “tenants” for the purpose of the CDC
moratorium and were instead merely hotel guests, even as the company marketed its apartments
as “long-term home[s]” where tenants could stay “forever,” referred to residents as “tenants”
regularly in other contexts, and celebrated receiving millions of dollars of “free money” from
rental assistance programs intended to help tenants stay in their homes.78
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3.

The Siegel Group Received Federal Relief Funds, Including Federal Rental
Assistance for Tenant Arrears, but Did Not Consistently Use Those Funds as An
Alternative to Eviction Filing.

Siegel received substantial relief funds from the federal government at the same time it
was engaging in troubling and potentially illegal practices to harass, intimidate, and evict
tenants. Siegel received a $2.32 million PPP loan in early August 2020, which was later
forgiven in its entirety, even as the company never experienced a shutdown and appears to have
seen less than a $1,000 decline in revenues in the second quarter of 2020—the most
economically disruptive period of the pandemic—as compared to the second quarter of 2019.79
Company documents show Siegel also received $1.785 million in rental assistance funded
through the CARES Act in 2020 for tenants behind on rent even before Congress authorized
$46.5 billion additional dollars to aid in paying tenant rental arrears.80 Siegel’s President and
CEO wrote in an internal email that he was eager to “tap in” to those additional funds as soon as
they were appropriated.81 Company records also show that Siegel received at least an additional
$1.44 million in rental assistance funds through July 2021, with $87,000 in additional payments
approved as of that time and $769,000 in additional pending applications for assistance.82 In
total, Siegel received at least $5.5 million in federal assistance to offset pandemic costs and
tenant rental arrears as it flouted tenant protections.
Although some tenants were able to remain housed in Siegel properties as result of
federal rental assistance funds, the company does not appear to have used the funds as a clear
alternative to eviction. Siegel’s records show that the company filed to evict many tenants with
pending rental assistance applications. According to company data, 89 tenants were evicted in
2021 after submitting rental assistance applications as they awaited a determination, with one
tenant’s assistance being paid out to the company on the day she was evicted.83 The company’s
executives also received emails from tenants and rental assistance caseworkers complaining
about eviction notices being served after assistance for a resident had been approved.84 This
appears to comport with the company’s decision, communicated by a Senior Vice President of
Operations to Siegel’s Executive Vice President in an August 27, 2020 email, that as rental
assistance programs funded by the CARES Act launched in Nevada, Siegel would “not put[]
evictions on hold” in case “this process takes longer than we think.”85 While Congress
appropriated tens of billions of dollars to both help tenants remain in their homes and make
landlords whole, Siegel’s approach ruthlessly pursued the company’s own convenience and
profit with little regard to tenants’ interests.
C.

Pretium, Invitation Homes, and Ventron Adopted Policies and Practices that
Resulted in High Rates of Pandemic Eviction Filings Despite the Federal
Moratorium and Availability of Rental Assistance.

Pretium, Invitation Homes, Siegel, and Ventron implemented policies and practices that
resulted in regularly filing for eviction during the coronavirus crisis, even when rental assistance
programs were available as an alternative to eviction filing. Although Pretium, Invitation
Homes, and Ventron did not necessarily engage in eviction practices that were unlawful or as
egregious as Siegel, their policies and practices show that they aggressively filed to evict tenants
despite the eviction moratorium and Congress’ allocation of $46 billion in rental assistance.
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1.

Ventron and Pretium Began the Eviction Process for Tenants Who Were Only
One Month Behind on Rent.

Both Ventron and Pretium’s high number of pandemic eviction filings can be partly
explained by the low threshold the companies applied before determining that it was appropriate
to file to evict tenants. Both companies had a policy of filing an eviction action, or beginning the
filing process, when a tenant fell a month or even less behind on rent. This low threshold was
particularly problematic during the coronavirus pandemic’s first year, as many Americans faced
health risks and financial hardship that would be exacerbated if they lost housing.86 Indeed,
these hardships prompted the federal government and states to impose eviction moratoriums
during that period.
Even after Congress appropriated tens of billions of dollars in rental assistance funds,
these one-month rent policies risked evicting tenants who might have had the opportunity to
benefit from the assistance, paying back rent so that the companies would recoup funds (which
they would not recoup after an eviction). Given the need to set up infrastructure to deliver
assistance and the demand for aid, states and localities were only able to deliver 1% of federal
rental assistance funds allocated by Congress in the first quarter of 2021, and it often took
tenants more than three months to receive funds after filing an assistance application.87 For
tenants subject to Ventron and Pretium’s policies, it would have come too late.
Ventron filed more than 4,400 eviction actions during the first 16 months of the
pandemic, even though the company controls only about 8,000 units.88 This staggering rate of
eviction filings shows that Ventron employed a machine-like eviction filing system even at the
height of the pandemic and its economic fallout. Despite the eviction moratoriums in place
during that period and the efforts of state and local governments to distribute rental assistance
during much of that time, Ventron filed the vast majority of its eviction actions as soon as its
tenants fell behind on rent: Company records show that 91% of the eviction actions Ventron
directed its counsel to file during the March 15, 2020 to July 31, 2021 period involved tenants
who were a single month behind on rent.89 Of the 3,845 eviction actions for which Ventron’s
records maintained this data, 3,499 of the actions were filed against tenants who were only one
month behind on rent.90 This practice is consistent with a Ventron statement to a media outlet in
July 2020 that it would automatically file an eviction action after a tenant was 10 days late in
paying rent.91 This practice is also prescribed in Ventron’s December 2019 procedures manual,
which states that “All accounts owing one month’s rent must have an eviction filed.”92 In a
briefing with Select Subcommittee staff, Ventron’s Director of Collections stated that, during the
pandemic, the company has occasionally deviated from its standard practice of filing to evict
tenants behind on their rent on the 10th of each month to the 15th of the month, adding only five
days of time during the crisis before filing eviction actions and doing so only sporadically.93
Although the CDC eviction moratorium did not bar all eviction filings, Ventron told Select
Subcommittee staff that it did not “advertise” the moratorium’s protections to its tenants and the
company only appears to have provided notice of those protections following the FTC and CFPB
guidance on March 29, 2021 stating that failure to provide notice of moratorium protections
could violate federal laws and the April 19, 2021 CFPB regulation stating that such notice was
required.94
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Ventron’s messages to its assistant property managers (who were responsible for creating
lists of tenants who would receive eviction filings) regarding pandemic eviction practices
acknowledged that some tenants could be protected by the CDC moratorium but emphasized
approaches that focused on eviction. In a March 30, 2021 email to 29 assistant property
managers and 30 other Ventron employees, Ventron’s Director of Collections stressed that—
rather than work with tenants to help them stay in their homes—Ventron’s staff should “continue
to build relationships with the Marshal/ Sheriff Office in your county to hurry writs along.”95 In
many jurisdictions, Marshals’ and Sheriffs’ offices execute final eviction orders to remove
people from their homes.96 Ventron’s emphasis on maintaining relationships needed to “hurry”
to finalize evictions at a time when state and local governments were ramping up efforts to
distribute tens of billions of dollars in emergency rental assistance is indicative of the company’s
disregard of tenants’ interests.97 Although Ventron distributed some information about rental
assistance programs to tenants, the company’s rapid fire eviction filing practices would have
made it difficult for many tenants to apply for and receive rental assistance before an eviction
action was filed.98 And, indeed, Ventron told Select Subcommittee staff in a briefing that the
company continued to file pandemic eviction actions against tenants with pending rental
assistance applications.99
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Pretium similarly implemented eviction policies that would result in eviction filings for
tenants who were only a single month behind on rent. A Pretium executive told Select
Subcommittee staff that Pretium used calls to communicate its pandemic collections and eviction
policies to its staff and also distributed monthly criteria for sending demand letters to tenants and
commencing the eviction filing process.100 Pretium subsequently produced monthly policy
documents governing its pandemic eviction filing policies.101 These policies show that, even
after Congress allocated billions of dollars in rental assistance, the company put tenants into its
eviction filing process after a tenant fell $1,000 behind on rent, with an even lower threshold of
only $500 in Las Vegas.102 These thresholds are well below the typical rent for a single month
for the type of single-family home that Pretium rents,103 and these policies partly explain
Pretium’s high number of eviction filings during the pandemic.
2.

Pretium and Invitation Homes Did Not Always Accept Offers of Pandemic Rental
Assistance as an Alternative to Eviction Filings.

Both Pretium and Invitation Homes decided not to accept rental assistance as an
alternative to eviction filings if the companies determined that the rental assistance programs
were not offering to pay a sufficient portion of a tenant’s rental arrears or otherwise imposed
conditions the companies deemed unacceptable (such as funding premised on the landlord
agreeing not to evict the tenant for a period of time). Given the health and economic crisis
facing renters, the determination not to accept rental assistance because it did not fully cover a
tenant’s back rent or included safeguards put tenants at risk of homelessness even where public
funds were available to defray part of the landlords’ costs.
Pretium’s monthly collection policies from January 2021 to at least July 2021 reiterated
that the company would not accept offers of rental assistance that were less than $1,000 or less
than 50% of the potential balance due.104 Pretium’s policy provided, as an example, that the
company’s employees should not accept an offer of $750 in rental assistance for a tenant that
owed $1,750. In another example, it stated that the company would not accept a rental assistance
offer of less than $3,375 for a tenant with $6,000 in arrears.105 Pretium’s policies also prescribed
that tenants who were waiting for rental assistance applications to be approved could have
eviction cases filed against them because there was only an exception for tenants who “[a]pplied
for assistance in the last 30 days.”106 During the spring and summer of 2021, many state and
local rental assistance programs were working to create infrastructure to distribute rental
assistance, and many eligible tenants had to wait much longer than 30 days. In some states,
typical wait times were more than three months for rental assistance to be distributed to their
landlords—although these programs did ultimately end up disbursing substantial funds directly
to landlord companies.107
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Invitation Homes similarly did not accept rental assistance or participate in rental
assistance programs in some cases. Company records indicate that Invitation Homes did not
participate in an Orange County, Florida rental assistance program in the fall of 2020 and early
2021 and evicted at least one tenant who had applied for and received approval for assistance
from that program.108 Invitation Homes told Select Subcommittee staff during a meeting that it
declined to participate in this program due to conditions the program imposed and the company’s
assessment that the $4,000 maximum assistance per tenant offered was insufficient to make
participation worthwhile.109 Invitation Homes’ records indicate that the company put 287
tenants into the company’s eviction process in the May 2020 to May 2021 period in its Orlando
region, much of which was served by the Orange County program.110 Invitation Homes also told
Select Subcommittee staff that there were other rental assistance programs that Invitation Homes
similarly declined to participate in due to program conditions or what were deemed to be small
payments.111 In other cases, Invitation Homes executives and managers evaluated whether to
accept rental assistance funds based on how long tenants had left on their leases and how soon
the company could potentially file to evict them after receiving rental assistance payments.112
Communications among executives also show that the company filed eviction cases against
tenants that it knew had pending rental assistance applications and who were protected from
completed evictions by the CDC moratorium and state moratoriums.113 Invitation Homes told
Select Subcommittee staff that the company would file to evict tenants who had submitted rental
assistance applications if the company determined that they were not communicating with the
company when staff reached out regarding payment plans and other matters, citing the fact that
Invitation Homes would not know what stage the rental assistance application was in.114
Pretium and Invitation Homes’ decisions to turn down rental assistance offers or not
participate in programs that would have paid at least portions of the rental arrears for struggling
renters contrast with clear indications that both companies avoided significant financial hardship
during the crisis. Invitation Homes reported record profits and continuously reported high rent
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collection rates, and Pretium was able to invest in significant expansions of its rental business in
the midst of the pandemic.115 These companies’ refusal to accept rental assistance offers for
tenants that they deemed insufficiently generous plainly did not put the companies at serious risk
of financial hardship but did put residents at risk of losing their homes during an unprecedented
health and economic crisis.
3.

Invitation Homes Provided Residents with a “Hardship Affidavit” Distinct from
the CDC Moratorium Declaration, Which May Have Caused Confusion Among
Some Tenants at Risk of Eviction.

Invitation Homes created a form for its tenants to fill out called a “Hardship Affidavit,”
where tenants could attest to difficulties they were having paying their rent.116 Although the
form included the legalistic name “Affidavit” and requested that tenants attest to the accuracy of
the representations in the form, Invitation Homes told Select Subcommittee staff in a meeting
that this form was used merely to gather information about tenants’ situations and did not entitle
them to any relief.117 Further, Invitation Homes informed Select Subcommittee staff during the
meeting that, even if the Hardship Affidavit contained information of the kind included in CDC
declarations—including that the tenant was experiencing a coronavirus-related hardship and was
endeavoring to apply for rental assistance—the company would not treat the Hardship Affidavit
as a CDC declaration to protect the tenant from eviction.118 This is concerning because
Invitation Homes internal records tracking tenant information show many tenants that were
marked as having both submitted a Hardship Affidavit and as having a “CV Issue,” but marked
as not having submitted a “CDC Declaration,” and these records indicate the company filed
eviction actions against these tenants.119 The similarity in the legalistic name of this form to the
CDC declaration form and the company’s decision not to treat it as functionally equivalent to a
CDC declaration created a risk that some tenants may have thought they had sought protection
under the CDC moratorium but received no such protection. Evidencing this potential
confusion, one tenant added a note in the process of submitting their second Invitation Homes
Hardship Affidavit in February 2021 to explain that “I have already completed this in October
2020 but need to complete another for the courts,” even though the company’s Hardship
Affidavit—unlike the CDC declaration—offered no legal protections.120
Implicitly acknowledging the risk of confusion caused by its Hardship Affidavit, just one
week before a CFPB regulation prohibiting misrepresentations about tenant rights under the
CDC moratorium went into effect, an internal Invitation Homes presentation announced that the
name of its Hardship Affidavit would be changed to “Hardship Statement.”121 Documents
obtained from Invitation Homes suggest that some tenants may have in fact been evicted and set
out from their homes after submitting Hardship Affidavits, while not having submitted CDC
declarations.122 Although not all tenants who may have submitted such affidavits would have
qualified for CDC moratorium protection, Invitation Homes’ practice may have resulted in
people losing their homes during the crisis who were entitled to protection.
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4.

Invitation Homes May Have Misrepresented the Impact of Its Eviction Filings in
Response to a Query from a Fannie Mae Representative.

In response to questions from a government-backed lender about whether its pandemic
eviction practices were pushing families out of their homes, Invitation Homes downplayed the
impact of its eviction filings in causing families to lose their housing during the coronavirus
crisis. In 2017, the government-sponsored enterprise Fannie Mae facilitated, along with Wells
Fargo, a $1 billion loan to Invitation Homes which lowered the company’s debt costs across a
share of the company’s single family rental properties.123 After the onset of the pandemic, given
this public role and mission, Fannie Mae repeatedly asked Invitation Homes for information
about its pandemic eviction practices, including following a report that the company had not
complied with the spirit and intent of the CDC eviction moratorium and had used eviction threats
to coerce tenants to leave their homes without an eviction order.124
In a March 2021 email, a representative of Fannie Mae reached out to Invitation Homes
regarding the impacts of the company’s eviction policy in light of allegations that “[i]nstead of
complying with the spirit and intent of the CDC eviction moratorium, it appears that Invitation
Homes has created a workaround to coerce tenants who aren’t able to pay to leave their
homes.”125 In response an Invitation Homes executive downplayed the impacts of the
company’s “eviction filings,” writing that “in the last six months we have resolved 94% of
eviction notices without any tenants losing their housing.”126 But Invitation Homes’ data show
that a much higher portion of Invitation Homes’ tenants lost their housing following eviction
filings between March 15, 2020 and July 2021, as well as in the specific six month period
referenced by the Invitation Homes executive (October 2020 to March 2021).

Invitation Homes appears to have based its misleading characterization of the portion of
“residents losing their housing” by limiting that figure only to an estimate of those formally
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evicted from their homes following an eviction filing and subsequent court ordered eviction.
Invitation Homes developed a spreadsheet, which was circulated internally around the time of
the Invitation Homes’ executive’s March 30 email responding to Fannie Mae, showing
approximately 7% of its January and February 2021 eviction filings resulted in “Residents Set
Out,” (“set out” is the term used in many jurisdictions for a tenant’s ultimate removal following a
court order or writ in an eviction action).127 But Invitation Homes internal data show that the
residents that lost their housing following eviction filings was not limited to those who were
formally “set out.” An internal Invitation Homes spreadsheet that summarizes the result or status
of thousands of the company’s eviction filings through July 29, 2021 shows that a significantly
higher proportion of tenants appear to have lost their housing following the company’s eviction
filings during the specific six-month period referenced in Invitation Homes email, as well as
during the entire March 15, 2020 to July 29, 2021 period. As of July 29, 2021, as many as 29%
of the company’s concluded eviction cases (those that were not still active or pending) since the
onset of the pandemic appear to have resulted in the tenant ultimately losing their housing.128 In
the six months specifically referenced in the Invitation Homes email (October 2020 to March
2021), approximately 27% of tenants with eviction filings appear to have lost their housing.129
This includes cases where the tenant was evicted following a court order or writ, as well as cases
where the tenant moved out of their home following the eviction filing (experiencing an effective
eviction, even without a final order) or where the tenant was imminently facing eviction
following a court’s issuance of a final writ or order of eviction (although in some of these cases
the company may have allowed the tenant to stay).130 This data shows tenants against whom
Invitation Homes filed an eviction action during the first 16 months of the pandemic were losing
their housing at a rate more than four times higher than the 6% rate of housing loss that
Invitation Homes represented to Fannie Mae. Fannie Mae’s inquiry, moreover, was clearly not
limited to cases where tenants lost their homes following a final eviction order and specifically
sought information about the company’s alleged practices that created a “workaround” to the
CDC moratorium “to coerce tenants who aren’t able to pay to leave their homes.”131
It is also concerning that Invitation Homes quickly and confidently made representations
to Fannie Mae in March 2021 that misleadingly minimized the impact of its eviction filings, yet
represented in a May 2022 letter to the Select Subcommittee after many months that it “did not
maintain centralized, detailed eviction proceeding data.”132 Moreover, an Invitation Homes
executive told Select Subcommittee staff during a meeting that the company could not provide
the Select Subcommittee even a rough estimate of the portion of tenants who received an
eviction filing who ultimately moved out, vacated, or were evicted, because the company did not
keep track of this data for all its eviction filings.133 The documents and information Invitation
Homes has provided to the Select Subcommittee show that the company simply did not
diligently assess the impact of its eviction filing practices.
There are indications that Fannie Mae and its representatives had a number of additional
contacts with Invitation Homes concerning the company’s pandemic eviction practices, and it is
possible Invitation Homes made other representations about its practices that deserve scrutiny.134
Given Fannie Mae’s public mission of providing financing to promote housing affordability as a
government-sponsored enterprise, Fannie Mae should evaluate other representations it received
from Invitation Homes about the company’s eviction practices and consider reevaluating Fannie
Mae’s future relationship as a significant creditor to the company.135
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IV.

CONCLUSION

Congress and the CDC took unprecedented action to keep people in their homes during
the worst period of the pandemic, with billions of dollars in rental assistance and a temporary
moratorium on evictions. Despite these measures, some large corporate landlords aggressively
filed to evict tenants during this crisis even as those companies did not suffer significant
financial hardship.
A.

In Future Emergencies, Consumer Watchdogs—like CFPB and FTC—and
Rental Assistance Programs Should Take Action to Ensure Tenants Are Not
Deceived About Emergency Protections.

The Select Subcommittee’s investigation found that at least one large landlord, Siegel,
actively sought to deceive tenants about the existence of emergency eviction protections even as
the company received millions of dollars in emergency rental assistance funds appropriated to
keep tenants in their homes. CFPB and FTC warned against deceptive and unfair practices like
this, but it is not clear that enforcement actions were prompt enough to deter such behavior from
causing tenants to lose their homes. Both enforcement entities and state and local governments
disbursing federal aid must work to ensure that companies to not engage in such deceptive
behavior in future crises.
CFPB and FTC’s decision to require landlords and their agents to provide notice of
moratorium protections was valuable—as the Select Subcommittee found, it prompted two large
corporate landlords to change their policies. Increasing enforcement of such requirements in
future crises could help keep people in their homes.
B.

In Future Emergency Rental Assistance Programs, Congress Should
Consider Safeguards to Protect Tenants of Large Corporate Landlords,
Including by Requiring That States and Localities Provide Direct-to-Tenant
Assistance.

The Select Subcommittee found two of the large landlords it investigated sometimes did
not accept rental assistance offers that they determined did not cover enough of a tenant’s
obligations or imposed conditions the company deemed unacceptable. This put tenants in the
position of losing their immediate housing while receiving no aid to take action to prevent an
eviction filing. In future emergencies, Congress should consider requiring that state and local
programs distributing federal rental assistance funds make assistance payments directly to
tenants when landlords will not cooperate.
C.

Maintaining Rental Assistance Infrastructure to Quickly Deliver Aid Could
Prevent Eviction Filings and Evictions.

The Select Subcommittee found that several large corporate landlords aggressively filed
to evict tenants who were behind on rent even after Congress appropriated tens of billions of
dollars in rental assistance and tenants were waiting for the distribution of funds. Many tenants
had to wait months to receive emergency rental assistance as programs because states and
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localities had to set up rental assistance programs from scratch. State and local governments
could prevent these problems in future emergencies by maintaining the infrastructure of rental
assistance programs that can quickly deliver aid in a crisis. Congress should consider supporting
state and local governments’ operation of permanent emergency rental assistance programs to
maintain this infrastructure for future crises. Expanding access to Housing Choice Vouchers and
providing more funding emergency housing vouchers targeted at those at high risk would also
reduce national vulnerability to a housing crisis in future emergencies.136
D.

Referral of Findings for Further Investigation or Enforcement Action

The Select Subcommittee is referring several of its findings to other government entities
for further consideration, inquiry, or enforcement action. In light of the Select Subcommittee’s
findings that Siegel executives repeatedly directed property and regional managers to take
actions intended to deceive tenants into the belief that the CDC eviction moratorium no longer
protected them from eviction, and evidence showing that managers executed these directives, the
Select Subcommittee is requesting that CFPB and FTC investigate further and consider
appropriate enforcement actions.
The Select Subcommittee is also alerting Fannie Mae to its finding that Invitation Homes
downplayed the impact of its eviction filing practices on tenants’ loss of housing and has
recommended that the government-sponsored enterprise scrutinize other representations made by
Invitation Homes about its pandemic eviction practices. The Select Subcommittee is requesting
that Fannie Mae reevaluate its future relationship as a creditor to Invitation Homes.
The Select Subcommittee is alerting the Texas Department of Family and Protective
Services of its finding that a Siegel executive directed managers responsible for a Texas
apartment building to use baseless reports to Child Protective Services as a means of coercing
tenants to leave its property. The Select Subcommittee requests that the Department evaluate
whether any false reports of child abuse or neglect were made by Siegel employees and refer any
such instances for law enforcement investigation.
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